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Color & Light is an essential practical guide to how color works in light. Written from the

perspective of a theatrical lighting designer, it discusses how to see color, how to construct

effective lighting palettes, and how to make use of both color filters and color-mixing LED

fixtures to create compositions that work well with scenery and costumes to tell compelling

stories.We are presently at the leading edge of a revolution in theatrical lighting, redefining how

it can be used to create and communicate. Today’s LED-based additive color-mixing fixtures

require new methodologies and new ways of thinking, and Color & Light directly addresses this

technology’s potentials and challenges.But underpinning lighting’s many recent technological

changes is the fundamental language of color that artists have worked with since the birth of

humanity’s artistic urges.More saturated vs. less, warmer vs. cooler, more green vs. more

magenta, recessive vs. dominant—the bedrock language of color manipulation endures,

whether you are putting paintbrush to canvas or calling up color attributes on a high-tech

lighting console. Balancing the basics and the latest innovations, Color & Light is a book for

everyone involved artistically with light and color. It will enhance your understanding of how a

lighting setup works from a color perspective, while equipping you with the language to

communicate about color with your collaborators.

In this extraordinary book Clifton Taylor offers a clear, concise explanation of COLOR, its

manifestation in nature, the old and new technologies, and, most essentially, how to think about

and select color for the stage. No one can now run a credible lighting design course without

this book. --Beverly Emmons, Tony Award and Drama Desk Award nominated lighting

designerFor anyone who has to choose color in light, this book is invaluable. It offers a

contemporary understanding of the effects of colored light in the theater and of where the new

lighting technology shall lead us. --Jules Fisher, nine-time Tony Award winning lighting

designerColor & Light is a wonderful resource for lighting designers, photographers, and visual

artists. It is well laid out and easy to navigate. Clifton touches on necessary components like

storytelling, communicating style, service to performers, scenery and costumes, and rendering

space. This is a great educational tool for both beginning and seasoned artists and will be an

asset to any designer s library. Bravo! --Howell Binkley, two-time Tony Award winning lighting

designer --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorClifton Taylor has created

designs for theater, dance, and opera companies on Broadway, regionally across the United

States, and in 17 countries around the world. His designs have been seen in productions by

the Alvin Ailey, Martha Graham, and Paul Taylor dance companies, as well as in numerous

works for the American Ballet Theatre and the ballet companies of Boston, Washington, D.C.,

San Francisco, and Rio de Janeiro. His international dance credits also include the

Mikhailovsky Theatre (St. Petersburg, Russia), the Rambert Dance Company (London), the

Ningbo Song and Dance Company (China), the Ballet de Lorraine (Nancy, France), and many

others. Designs by Clifton Taylor for opera and classical music performances have been

commissioned by the New York Philharmonic, the National Symphony Orchestra, Italy s Haydn

Orchestra, France s Opéra de Lorraine, the Tanglewood Music Center, the Boston Pops

Orchestra, the Yokohama Noh Theater, and both the Japan Society and the Japan Foundation.

He is a sought-after teacher and lecturer on theatrical lighting, especially in the areas of color

and light, regularly speaking at NYU and at LDI (Live Design International). He presented



lectures on color at New York s Broadway Lighting Master Class for 17 years and is a former

member of the Juilliard School s dance faculty. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Name:GlossaryReference and Further ReadingForewordClifton Taylor understands color better

than any other lighting designer I know. The first time I saw Clifton’s revelatory use of light in

dance, when I was still in college, I saw performers that appeared to float as if translucent at

one moment and seemed fully earthbound the next, dancers who appeared and receded in

space as colored light and shadow twisted on and around them.I could tell that he was doing

this through shifting color, but how? It seemed magical to me. After the performance, I walked

around the lighting positions and stared at the colored filters, in hopes of gleaning some

knowledge. Twenty years later, I continue to be astonished at the sophistication with which

Clifton chooses and deploys color palettes in dance, theater, opera, and for music. Having read

this wonderful and timely book, I finally have genuine insight into how he’s been doing it all

these years.Color can help to tell stories in straightforward ways—it can help us believe that we

are on a Paris street on a winter’s night, or in a lobster shack in Maine in early fall, or in a forest

at midsummer surrounded by supernatural beings. Color can help us shift a space from the

present moment to the past; it can take us from reality to fantasy to memory. Color can help us

tell emotional stories—adding richness and depth to a memory or character, giving a particular

actor a certain glow, or even draining color from the world. Color can harness our imaginations

along with text and music and movement to create sadness, excitement, fear. Color can

change the physical proportions of space and people, manipulating background and

foreground, blurring and heightening spatial boundaries, creating and erasing contrast.But

color in light is hard to use. How we perceive it defies easy explanation; the interactions

between our brains, our eyes, and colored light surprise and confound. Many designers are

afraid of color—perhaps because color choices are so personal, perhaps because color is so

wily, resisting simple rules. Clifton Taylor has been joyfully investigating the science and art of

color in light thoroughly and thoughtfully during his 30-year career, and this book reveals much

of the thinking that has allowed him to manifest his extraordinary wizardry onstage. He revels in

the complexities and surprises that color can bring to our physical environment, and he is able

to clearly articulate hard-to-verbalize ideas about light. In this book, Clifton walks us through

many tools and techniques with huge generosity, offering us a clear window into his own

insights and, perhaps even more importantly, giving us useful templates for thinking about color

and light, and excellent tools for experimentation that can be used by any artist or student to

explore their own vision of the world.There are many wonderful books on color out there in the

world, mostly written by fine artists and scientists, but very little has been written about color



and light from the perspective of the collaborative lighting artist. As I’ve taught my classes at

Princeton and explored color and light with my students, I’ve offered them essays and articles

and occasionally chapters from books, but as far as I know, Clifton’s is the first book on color

and light written with creative and imaginative appeal that also brings history, science, and

practical techniques to bear on contemporary lighting problems. He has offered us a book that

can truly help an artist, educator, or student frame and clarify their own creative processes

when designing with light.Clifton and I had the same first guide to this exciting world of color

and light. It was Clifton’s idea that I apply to study at Tisch School of the Arts at NYU, a

suggestion he offered when I met him for the first time in the basement of a large theater, when

he was the lighting director of a touring dance company and I was a new electrician assigned

to help him prepare the color for a performance. Thanks to Clifton, I too was lucky enough to

study with John Gleason, a brilliant lighting designer who had even designed for that genius of

atmosphere and emotional tone Tennessee Williams. John had developed his own very

sophisticated system for thinking about color and light, a system that now seems ahead of its

time.Unfortunately, John died in 2003 at the age of 62 and never, as far as I know, got these

ideas down on paper, although his ideas live on in many generations of working designers.

Thankfully for all of us, Clifton has spent 30 years building on what John had to offer, and here

he extends John’s brilliant thinking about color into the present and future. Clifton and I have

both also benefited from the wisdom and mentorship of extraordinary lighting designer Beverly

Emmons, whose lectures and master classes on color have thrilled students throughout the

country.This book comes at the perfect moment: Everything we know about using color in light

is changing. When Clifton and I were John’s students, it was understood that we would plan a

coherent color palette for a show, a concert, an event—and then order colored gels to put in

front of the lights to create that color palette. If you didn’t like the color choices that you’d made,

ladders had to be pulled out and crews deployed, and it took quite a bit of time to change your

mind.These days, colors can be changed hundreds of times in a few minutes. We now live in a

new world of light—a world of LED technology and of moving lights that can change focus and

color at the touch of a button. Even our methods of changing color are new: When we change

the color of an LED light source, we are no longer subtracting wavelengths of color by adding a

color filter to a white light; we are adding and mixing several different colored LEDs to create

the color that we want.These changes allow us to create magic in exciting new ways, but they

have also upended traditional practices and theories of color mixing. Some expert guidance for

working artists, students, and educators exploring this brave new world is very welcome.

Clifton’s book tackles the most contemporary of lighting needs, including technology that is

really in its infancy (for example, he offers guidance in creating color paths as you move from

one color to another from the same source). As the director of the theater program at Princeton

University, I’m a happy convert to all this new equipment, which offers us incredibly fluid

possibilities, but until now there hasn’t been such a clear guide for us, someone who brings a

creative eye to LED color choices that I can share with my students.When Clifton and I studied

with John, he had a red rubber stamp that he used on student (then hand-drawn) light plots

when he didn’t feel that the thought process was clear enough. The rubber stamp said Not a

Concept. The message was a strong incentive to rigorously investigate and thoroughly test our

design ideas and lighting choices. I think that John would have found Clifton’s thinking here to

be rigorous, generous, and inventive, and that he would have loved to use this book in his

class. I can’t imagine a more thoughtful, creative, articulate, and generous guide to the world of

color and light than Clifton Taylor, and I can’t wait to use it with my students.Jane CoxLighting

Designer and Director of the Program in Theater, Princeton UniversityJuly 17,
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others.Introduction: Explore and ExperimentThink about the following various lighting

technologies and how each one can communicate meaning to an audience through its specific

quirks of operation and color signature:The flicker of a cold fluorescent tube being switched

onThe acid glow of a neon beer sign in the back of a dingy barThe warm and soft embrace of a

carbon filament Edison-era (

light bulb, with its snaking amber filament visible through its clear glass bulbThe unexpected

spectral shifts of a mercury vapor streetlight as it powers up on a twilit streetThe long afterglow

of fading light after a 5000w tungsten Fresnel is “instantly” blacked outThe cold white of an HMI

light source, with its attention-getting brightness and otherworldly effect of rendering colors

differently than a filtered tungsten source by virtue of its particular and unique wavelength

signatureThe color-drained hue of a low-pressure sodium vapor lamp at full power—an elusive

orange amber floodlight that renders everything in monochrome shadesAll of these sources

are now legacy sources, technologies from the 20th century. They defined the way that the

20th and early 21st centuries looked—both inside and outside the theater. This gives me a

sense of pause, because it is through our collective understanding of these sources that we

can communicate meaning to an audience about a scene or a situation. The audience’s

inherent understanding of light shifts with the technology, so future lighting technologies will

bring their own new associations and new ways for the world to look. We will never run out of

visual and lighting elements to mine in our storytelling work.Incandescent and tungsten lamps

have been with us for a long time. Thomas Edison began to commercialize the incandescent

bulb in the 1880s, and London’s Savoy Theatre was the first theater to use electric lighting for

the stage, later in that decade. Over the past century or so, the art of lighting design has

evolved with the electric dimmable filament lamp housed in a theatrical spotlight (an ellipsoidal

reflector spotlight was patented in 1937 by Century Lighting), filtered through colored media

—“gels”—as its core tool. Arc lamps in several varieties have long been a part of our toolbox,

but the primary lighting device for the stage has been the tungsten filament lamp, housed in a

focusable spotlight, filtered through a piece of color media, and connected to a variable output

dimmer. It has served us well for many years.The collective stability of lamps, spotlights,

dimmers, and filters has been enormously important in the development and expansion of the

theater lighting industry through the 20th and 21st centuries. Because of it, we have been able

to develop a language of lighting that allows us to discuss, teach, learn, and explore something



as ethereal and immaterial as light.Additionally, this stability has allowed us to communicate

and re-create the essence of a given design through relatively simple paperwork, a set of

charts. Today, because of the stability and availability of color media and the relatively

standardized designs of theatrical lighting equipment, a lighting design can be implemented

almost anywhere in the world, regardless of all the variations in equipment and voltage.The

numbers that designate specific gels concretely communicate ideas about subtle variations in

color, and allow us to reproduce those variations on different stages. As we transition to a world

without actual color media (actual gels), will gel numbers continue to be learned and

internalized by designers and electricians? Imagine our conversations about color when we no

longer have a commonly understood color reference such as “Roscolux 80.”This book has

been written at a time of expansive technological innovation in lighting. We are in the midst of

an LED revolution that is shifting the paradigm of color control from one of filters and

subtractive color mixing to one of emitters and additive color mixing. The use of LED-sourced

luminaires is now firmly in place, and one’s ability to manipulate lighting color in the theater, as

well as in our homes and places of business, is rapidly increasing, with weekly announcements

of new lighting sources and control systems.The wholesale adoption of LED technology is

changing everything. In the rapidly approaching fully LED world, our conversations will be very

different than they are now. Additive color-mixing fixtures using LEDs demand new ways of

thinking and new methodologies and pose new challenges in communicating and maintaining

a design intent. I’m incredibly optimistic about the potential of LED technology and the flexibility

that it offers us as designers to make new choices in color palettes and intensities, such as

cues that subtly shift the color of a scene over a period of time or instantaneously

accommodate the costume colors of a new character who enters a scene.It is an exciting time

in the world of color and light. New pieces of equipment, precisely engineered to satisfy our

specific needs, are coming out at an unprecedented pace. On the software side, we are

gaining a new level of control over our equipment, helping us make lighting decisions quickly

and reliably. But that is not to say that we have reached a stable or acceptable state. Many

things will change in the coming years.Slower to change, though, is the way that we see color

and light, and the more we learn about it, the better we will be able to use it to enhance our

work.Through all the aforementioned technological changes there remains the natural

language of color that artists have used for much longer than there has been electric light, a

language that we will talk about in this book: more saturated versus less saturated, warmer

versus cooler, more green versus more magenta, receding (recessive) versus advancing

(dominant). These words and phrases are the bedrock language of color manipulation, whether

putting a paintbrush to canvas or calling up color attributes on a modern lighting console.Color

is fundamental to our experience of the world, but the use of color in art and design, especially

directly in light, often defies easy explanation. I find that choices of colors and color palettes

are among the hardest things to talk about, and I know I’m not alone in this. Our feelings about

color reside in a protected corner of our minds. That corner is often not quite logical but rather

wrapped up in emotions and feelings, memories and imaginings, and especially culture and

poetry. This is a good thing; it is something to be celebrated and nurtured. The connections and

resonances that color holds in our mind are not always visual. For me, color is deeply

connected to music, and to smell and touch. I cannot always explain why I make a certain color

choice in my work; I believe that my choices are sometimes made in a part of my brain that is

emotional, and perhaps pre-logical.My sense of color preferences arises from my experience

of the world. For any artist or designer, in or out of the theater, experience and observation are

the nourishment that brings forth gestural clarity and refined visual communication.Intuition is



also central to the work of anyone involved in creative activities. Our intuition about color helps

to define who we are as individual artists and designers, and it should be respected, nurtured,

and protected in all that we do. Intuition arises from our unique histories and memories. It flows

from the deep well of consciousness itself. For reasons that I cannot fully explain, I find an

irreverent pleasure in dabbing some chromium orange into a field of cobalt blue.I find joy in

color—in the relationships of the bright hues in a wildflower, the showy ambers and pinks and

lavenders of a summer sunset, the march of silver-white clouds across a chalky blue sky on a

clear winter morning. It is the memory of moments like these that I draw upon in my work as a

theatrical designer.Aside from its manifestations in nature, color is deeply connected to the

history of all cultures. One could study the history of color in a societal group from several

different points of view: the geography of a society and the natural colors in its particular

landscape; the technological history of the production of colors, including the relative cost and

rarity of certain colors and how they were used in art; and the linguistic history of color names—

to name just three.Our ability to manipulate color through light also has a history that is

connected to technologies and industries far away from the worlds of art and theater. This book

will touch on these subjects but remain concentrated on how lighting color works in a mixed-

media three-dimensional space.The perception of color involves physics and the physiology of

the eye and brain, as well as our psychological and cultural frameworks. The perception of

color is relative. The intensity, hue, and saturation of a color will change depending on its

surrounding colors. Its qualities will be shifted by comparison with the other colors with which it

appears. This book describes one lighting designer’s journey to try and understand some of

those complexities from a personal point of view.Science and ArtColor as we experience it

exists in our brains as a mental construct based on data collected by specialized cells in our

eyes that have evolved to detect a narrow band of wavelengths of photonic energy. Photons of

a specific range of energy levels are emitted by a source. These photons either bounce off or

are absorbed by physical objects.The bounced ones that happen to enter our eyes are then

focused through a lens onto a group of specialized cells in our retina. This in turn generates

various chemical responses that then trigger an electrical response in our optic nerve. The

electrical signal is transmitted from the eyes to the brain, where a synaptic response occurs.

Finally, we perceive that synaptic response as a sensation of color. If that isn’t complicated

enough, each of us has an individual ideation of color based on individual preferences and

cultural biases: subjects of psychology, philosophy, anthropology, and even morality and

religion.Even though these responses are individual, there are some similarities to the

common experiencing of color. The fact that we can talk about a color green is an indication of

this. And while actual perception of a specific color within a palette of colors may differ from

person to person, I believe a color’s function within that palette can be more easily understood

in common. In other words, through contrast, harmony, or dissonance, a color can take on a

meaning within a specific context.This is not a book on the science of color, though we will

touch on some research and scientifically derived information. It is a book of experimentation

and exploration, written for artists and designers who use light in their work. The result of my

personal search for a language of color and light, it is written at a unique moment in the history

of lighting technology when we have unprecedented control over light—color, shape, and

intensity—in our compositions and designs.Color is a difficult subject to discuss for all artists.

Translating our very personal visual observations and aspirations into words can sometimes

collapse subtleties and misstate our true intentions. The use of color in great art will always, to

some extent, defy rational analysis, for observation is entangled not only in perception but also

in the spheres of feelings and emotion.In some ways, color can be the most confusing of the



tools in the lighting designer’s kit. Equipment, angle, intensity, and atmosphere are all more

rational and easier to discuss. Color is more difficult. Why should one choose a certain tint of

pale blue-green over another? Should the sunlight through the window be yellow or pink or

steely blue? There are no general answers to such questions. The designers who are

collaborating on a work can only hope to find specific solutions that work in the moment to

transmit an idea in the clearest possible manner.The experience of color, like taste and touch,

is one of the great joys of being alive. Revel in its use, make bold choices and don’t be afraid of

it. Strive for beauty and precision, and be fearless in your experiments.How to Use This

BookColor & Light visits our recent past work in subtractive color mixing and introduces

techniques to transition to the new world of additive color mixing. My hope is that the structure

of its chapters will form a series of tutorials that can serve as reminder and review of where we

have come from and a guide to how we can move ahead.The book may be approached in

several ways: as the basis for a course on color for visual artists who work with light, explored

individually or collectively in a classroom setting, or individual chapters on specific subjects

may be used as a reference guide when thinking about certain color problems. It includes

discussions of natural, tungsten, arc, as well as LED sources, each of which presents its own

set of issues, challenges, and opportunities for the lighting designer. The principals of

manipulating color are germane to each of the source types, and the techniques that you learn

for tungsten sources will translate to arc sources and to LED luminaires.You will gain a greater

understanding of the concepts and exercises outlined in this book if you have access to a well-

equipped lighting laboratory. This lab would consist of a room with various types of lighting

equipment (of theatrical and non-theatrical provenance), a full range of color filters, available

power, and dimmers, and, importantly, realistic mannequins and access to a range of clothing

and fabrics to see under light. It is also important to paint one of the walls of this lab a flat

(matte) base white, to act as a cyclorama or sky backdrop. (See Appendix A for a proposed

light lab design and a list of proposed equipment.)As with all aspects of visual art, it’s essential

that you see and experience for yourself the concepts being discussed. No words on a page,

no app or computer simulation can substitute for the experience of seeing the effects of lighting

color with your own eyes.This book is intended to help you discover your own answers to

questions of “Which color?” by helping to define all the aspects of a color that might be

separately considered. While those answers will always be personal and artistic choices, I

hope that this book will guide you toward making them in ways that communicate your feelings

and storytelling goals most effectively.The subject of light is important to anyone who works

with color in any media. We experience color only through the medium of light. We experience

the blueness of a section of paint or the goldenness of a piece of silk only when these surfaces

reflect light into our eyes. Light is color, and therefore this book is relevant for all visual artists

who work with color in any media.It is impossible in the 21st century for a work on color to

avoid the subject’s connections to various scientific disciplines, and I’ve attempted to outline

the basic physical, biological, linguistic, engineering, and psychological components of current

color studies in a way that is clear and readable for a non-scientific audience. That said,

Chapters 2 and 3 (What Is Color? and Primary Colors in Light) deal most heavily with the

scientific aspects of color and can be skipped without losing the thread of the discussion.1.Why

Color?OverviewConsider five important properties of light: angle, shape, intensity, change-

through-time, and color. What is unique about color among these properties? What can color

do that other variables within our control cannot do?Since colored light exists in nature, we

may choose to use color when it’s necessary to accurately portray real lighting in our work

within a lit space.Imagine this scene for a stage set:A room in Malibu, California, in the late



afternoon. A large window faces the sea. There is a woman in a chair reading a book. The

chair is near the window, but the woman has turned on a lamp so that she can better see what

she is reading. Behind her, there is a doorway that leads out to a room where a man is working

at a counter. Above him, an overhead fluorescent light is illuminated.Think about the three

sources of light described. Each has its own qualities of diffusion, brightness, angle, and color.

Concentrate on the color of these three sources: the late afternoon sunlight, the reading light,

and the fluorescent light in the other room. If you were re-creating this scene for a stage, you

might choose color filters for the stage lights to mimic these real sources. Instead of filtered

stage lights, you might also choose different types of lights, with different intrinsic color

properties, to actually be or to enhance the sources of light in the scene.When I choose color

for a project, especially for a play that is based in reality, I start by finding out what the colors

realistically might be. If I am using tungsten stage lights to substitute for all three sources, my

next task would be to search for filters that would best simulate the story of these three lighting

sources.What colors might be in an afternoon sunlight in Malibu?What about the incandescent

reading light? That is the source that is most like an unfiltered tungsten stage light.What about

the fluorescent light? Can its color be reproduced with incandescent stage lights?So even in

this seemingly simple setup, the color of the light is an important consideration in rendering the

realism of the scene. But now think about some additional parameters: What is the context of

the scene? Is it the opening scene in a play, or a scene from a musical comedy, or the end of a

tragic opera? Would the context of the scene change how you might render the color of the

three lighting sources? Would the colors of the costumes or the colors of the walls change how

you might choose the colors for the three sources of light? Finally, would either the scale of the

stage set or the scale of the theater itself change the colors of the light in the scene?To answer

these questions, consider that there are four roles that color could play in any lighting

design:for storytellingfor stylein the service of scenery, costume, and other color choices in the

total visual work, such as projections, or the hair color of a particular performeras a tool for

rendering spatial dimensionEach of these four components of a color choice may be

considered in conjunction with other lighting choices, such as angle or intensity, but they can

always also be considered in terms of color alone.StorytellingEveryone who creatively

participates in the process of making theater is a storyteller. Each of us—playwright, actor,

director, choreographer, composer, and designer—contributes to the storytelling event of a

production. As lighting designers, scene descriptions like the one in Malibu form the basis of

our storytelling contribution.We don’t know the nature of the relationship between the man and

the woman from this description, but we do know that they exist in separate environments that

are lit very differently. That is the kind of story that a lighting designer can tell. We can render

environments that the audience can read as realistically sourced by natural light or artificial

light. We can communicate time of day and qualities of weather and season through light. Color

is a major component of our toolbox to tell these kinds of stories.Communicating StyleHere are

some questions that one could ask to help understand the connection of lighting to style:What

kind of show is happening in that Malibu house?Can the color of the light communicate

something about the style of the event that we’re watching?Is it helpful to this particular

theatrical event for the color of the light to take on that job?Here’s an example: Perhaps the

woman in the scene must make a choice between the man in the workroom and the freedom

that is represented by the window. I can imagine several roles for color within a scene like this.

One possibility is that the afternoon sunlight takes on a deeply saturated orange hue, while the

fluorescent light from the workroom casts a harsh greenish light that is almost ghostly. The light

cast from the reading lamp becomes the neutral source, or a reference white. By pushing the



contrast between the amber of the sunlight and the green of the fluorescent, the lighting

designer could create a visual environment that embodies the psychological state of the

woman who must make this choice. A lighting environment that visually manifests her choice

through these contrasting colors leads us to the question of style. Because style answers the

question of how much contrast is correct, increasing the contrast in the colorations of the

scene, i.e., increasing the saturation, could abstract the idea. Ideally, by finding the right level of

abstraction through choosing the colors, the lighting designer connects an audience to the

overall stylistic intent of the production: the writing, the acting, and direction of the entire

work.A very beautiful example of this was Christopher Akerlind’s lighting design for the musical

The Light in the Piazza (for which he won both a Tony Award and a Drama Desk Award). His

use of buttery warm light to express the hyper-romantic world of 1950s Florence connected the

audience to a collective memory of postwar Italy. The color of the lighting, in concert with angle

and cueing choices, created a dreamy and filtered version of Italy that very beautifully

communicated both the filters through which the main character experienced the world and the

filters of language and culture that were being bridged in the show. The warm softness of

Akerlind’s colors communicated the fragile innocence of the time, the characters, and the

place.Style is not only a function of color choice, but color is always a part of the style of a

lighting design.In Service of Performers, Scenery, and CostumesWould the specific colors of

the scenery or the costumes of the characters affect the choices of color in the lighting?

Lighting color choices are usually influenced by the local colors of the scenery and costumes.

Sometimes the hair color or special makeup of a lead performer will influence the lighting color

choices. Imagine choices for lighting color that would support the central room in the Malibu

example. Now imagine that the woman is to be wearing a green dress while sitting in a royal

blue chair. Knowing this, perhaps one would choose a version of incandescent white that is

made slightly cooler or bluer to work with the decor and costume.Now imagine that the actor is

to be dressed in pink while sitting on a chair with oranges and magentas in its patterned fabric.

Can you see how this decision might alter the choice for lighting color? Each visual design

element—scenery, costume, projection, and lighting—is telling a story with color. It is not only

possible but necessary that the color of the light be tuned so that everything works together to

realize the potential of all of the colors used in a scene. This work does not reduce the

importance of the lighting story, but like players in an orchestra, each design element

contributes part of a complete event that ideally is the result of all the individual choices.About

the evolution of colored light.Colored transparent or translucent filters for stage lighting predate

even the electric lamp. Prior to electric lighting, candlelight and gaslight were filtered through

colored silks, colored water, even wine. Later gelatin, then high-heat plastics, and finally metal-

coated dichroic glass were developed and marketed with de-facto-standardized numbering

systems.The filters that we now use have had an unprecedented stability over decades of

worldwide use, so much so that the trade name numbers of many of the filters have become

the common way of speaking about color among lighting professionals.Brigham colored

transparent gelatin sheets were brought to market in the 1870s. Plastics, introduced after

World War II, could better withstand the heat of stage lights. Importantly, the method of

choosing colors from a swatch book of color filters in one’s studio has remained consistent for

almost 150 years.Adding further stability, the majority of Lee brand filters in the 100 series

gained their numbers from Cinemoid numbers that were introduced in the 1960s by Strand.

We’ve had over 50 years of stable numbering in color filters, and generations of designers and

technicians and programmers have memorized and internalized these numbers. The industry

understands a common language of color because of these numbering systems.Rendering



SpaceStage space has qualities of magic. It is a changeling that has the ability to mutate from

safe to dangerous, from quotidian to profound, from infinitesimal to infinite, all with the shift of a

line or a lighting cue. But if the space has magical properties, it is because we, the theater

makers, are the magicians. Like gravity, magic is a force unseen without an object or a person

upon which to act. The composers and writers pen the words that are spoken and the songs

that are sung, but it is the designers whose job it is to create the illusion of space through cloth

and paint and light. Color is vital to this endeavor.Think of the window in our Malibu scene.

What are the colors of the sky, what are the colors of the Pacific Ocean? How can color help

the illusion that a backdrop is an ocean and sky of immense proportion and depth? Perhaps, in

reality, this backdrop is only a few inches away from the window. Are there colors that you

could pick that would make the image of the sky recede and let the light around the actress

dominate the scene? This book will explore the possibility that our sense of color and our

sense of depth are closely related. For now, think about this possibility and try and imagine

colors that might give a sense of depth or that recede in a composition, and colors that might

push forward or flatten an apparent perception of depth in a composition.ConclusionWhen

thinking about color in light, ask yourself these questions:Can the color of the light

communicate a story point, perhaps by realistically indicating a time of day or a realistic source

of light to an audience?What is the style of the event: Is it realistic, farcical, romantic,

naturalistic, or something else? What kinds of colors, specifically lighting colors, could best

communicate that style to an audience? Is there some historical research that one could find to

help in discussions with collaborators about this style? What is happening with the stylistic use

of color in the other designs?Is the lighting color serving to unify a collective visual statement

that includes the color palettes of the scenery and costumes?Is there a way to better use color

to enhance the intended spatial dimensions of the stage, either by increasing or decreasing the

apparent sense of depth in a scene?Answering these questions will lead you to a solution for

choosing colors for the light in your scene. The intent of this book is to give you techniques and

greater understanding of color in order to answer these questions in your own way.Tip: Look for

ways to use contrast in your work to enhance dimensionality, depth, and richness in your

compositions.Practical: Create a simple lighting and ground plan based on the description of

the Malibu scene1. In a schematic way, draw a plan on a piece of paper based on the

description of the house in Malibu as it would be in reality. Show the placement and colors of

all the light sources necessary to realize the description. Do not worry about simulating the

described light, but rather first draw the ground plan of the rooms and the lighting as

described.2. On a separate piece of paper, modify the room so that it could work for a scene

on a proscenium stage. Then add in the location and colors of lighting instruments that might

be used to support the realistic scene on a stage. With the knowledge that you now have, be

as specific as possible about your instrument choices and color choices.2.What is Color?

Photons and WavelengthIn the world of objects, we think of color as being a property of

something. A dab of paint has a color. We paint the table blue; we dye the carpet red. With

objects, color is something that can be applied to a surface or dyed into the material. Color can

also be an intrinsic property of something, as in “the wood is brown.” The brownness of the

wood is one of its many properties.Before the widespread use of LED sources, in order to

achieve a specific color of light, we usually filtered a white light source, using some kind of

physical barrier, to take away the unwanted wavelengths and arrive at a desired color. Because

we were working mostly with white light sources, we came to think of color as being somehow

separate from the light, a choice that was in a different column from intensity or lamp type in

our spreadsheets and specifications.
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Mike Wood, “One of the best technical theatre books that I have ever read. Clifton’s book is one

of the best technical theatre books that I have ever read. I’ve always been a designer who has

been drawn to bold color choices, but I’ve often found that I’ve lacked the vocabulary to really

explain many of my choices in the best possible way. As an educator, I’ve worked hard over the

years to try to develop activities, language, and experiences that will help students gain a

further understanding of color and how we can use it in theatrical design.This book has given

me so many excellent examples of unique lab activities and theoretical projects that not only

will help me to become a better instructor, but also help my students develop their own

understanding of color’s important place in our work.13 years ago I was fortunate enough to

see some of the demos that Clifton talks about in person, when he and Beverly Emmonds



taught color workshops at the Live Design Master Classes. At the time, they were all

accomplished with incandescent sources and color scrollers. I was excited to see Clifton’s

updates for these demos using LED sources, which are more and more prevalent now - even

more so at the time of my writing (2021) than when this book was published (2019).It was

honestly impossible for me to find anything in this book that I didn’t enjoy or find useful in some

way. Clifton is a master at his craft, but I think what stood out to me was his constant reminder

that his experiences and perceptions were just that - his. I’ve often ran into people, mostly in

education, who forget that their way is not the only way (and probably not even the best way,

but that’s another story…) It is always refreshing to see a lighting professional who reminds the

readers/students that they are simply sharing their particular methods, not trying to claim

superiority over other methods.In my own lighting work, I often have found myself drawing

comparisons to music, instruments, and orchestras. I was delighted to see Clifton constantly

use these same comparisons throughout the book, especially when he compared different

sources of light to different parts of a piano. For example, the sun being a full size 88-key grand

piano, each key representing part of the spectrum. A laser, on the other hand, represented by a

single key. A smaller keyboard with only a few octaves being an arc source. I found these to be

a really relatable and simple way to explain these complex and somewhat nebulous concepts,

and I’m really looking forward to stealing borrowing his metaphors and other examples in my

own educational practice.Finally, I found it really refreshing that Clifton fully embraces the new

future of lighting sources (LEDs) and doesn’t spend any time harping about how everything

was better back in the tungsten days (as I’ve heard so many people do…) I share the

sentiment that he lays out in this quote from page 131:“So, instead of getting wrapped up in

finding colors equivalent to those made with one kind of light, perhaps it would be interesting to

explore what new colors are possible with various sources of light.”To me, this is the best way

to look at the future of lighting sources in our industry. It’s time to start blazing a path forward,

rather than staying obsessed with the idea of trying to match everything specifically to a piece

of gel in front of a 575w HPL Source Four.This book will certainly remain a favorite, and I’m

excited to look back on it one day in the future to see how far the technology continues to

develop.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful resource for practicing lighting designers as well as students

of light!. This is simply a fantastic book by renowned lighting designer Clifton Taylor. I cannot

recommend it enough, both to students and to professionals. Drawing on his decades of vast

experience lighting for dance, theatre, and opera, the author serves as our guide through the

science of seeing color and how understanding these concepts can enhance our storytelling as

artists.Professionals will be inspired to take a closer look at their own use of color, and think

more deeply about the roots of their intuitive choices. Students will find the suggested practical

exercises invaluable in their coursework. As a teacher, I have personally used sections of the

book to help students identify and solve problems like "missing color," which can be

challenging to put into words. And unlike any other book on the market, this one addresses this

unique moment in time where we are "in the midst of an LED revolution," and encourages us

all to think about how this new technology can expand and enhance our palettes.Many thanks,

Clifton, for reminding us all that "the experience of color, like taste and touch, is one of the

great joys of being alive."”

Susan H, “Fantastic resource. Clifton is a genius. So glad to have him and this book as a guide

to the revolution that is LED lighting!”



BradPepe, “Great insights into Color and Light. Clifton Taylor is a very well known lighting

designer who has a very creative way of using color. In his book he covers scientific, technical,

and artistic information that provide the reader with a well rounded knowledge to apply when

working with color and light. I found the information educational and informative, while also

challenging me to find my own way. The provided links to short videos really helped to

demonstrate many of the key points.Anyone interested in theatrical lighting design will benefit

from the insights contained within this book. You will certainly look at color with much more

appreciation and possibility once you finish the text. It will be interesting to see how color and

lighting continue to develop as we move further into an LED world. Clifton Taylor has done a

great job at starting the conversation.”

Brandon Baker, “Brilliant and Essential Reading. This book is a beautiful, essential and

inspiring close look at color in theatrical lighting design. Clifton Taylor has created an amazing

tool for lighting designers of any age, level or creative background. This book is a must read

for ALL artists working in live performance.”

C Mazur, “The first useful book of it's kind. I would recommend this to any serious practitioner

of stage or event lighting design and technology. A must read.”

Konstantinos M., “A must read for lighing designers. Interesting and actionable information on

the topic, previously not covered at this depth from lighting design literatue.”
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